INTERTWINED FUTURES: PUERTO
RICO, THE UNITED STATES, THE
CARIBBEAN BASIN, AND CENTRAL
AMERICA
JUAN M. GARCiA-PASSALACQUA
In this article, Mr. Garcia-Passalacquaemphasizes the historical and
continuing significanceof Puerto Rico to the stability of the Caribbean region
and, by extension, to the security of the United States. After a briefoverview
of the island's colonial past, the author examines the forces operatingacross
its current politicalspectrum and traces the interaction of these forces with
the political and military presence of the United States. Mr. GarciaPassalacquafinds that the political pressures building within Puerto Rico
- as evidenced by shifting electoral alignments and by the actions of
separatist terrorist groups - are being exacerbated by the apparent
indifference of U.S. policymakers and the perception of increased U.S.
militarizationof the island. He concludes that the legitimacy of the island's
political needs, the urgency with which those needs must be addressed, and
the genuine strategic importance of Puerto Rico require that the U.S. act
immediately to help define the island's future and end its current colonial
status.

The Caribbean is inexorably linked to Central America' and to the
issue of world peace or war. A few months before the United States'
invasion of Grenada, the Netherlands Institute of Social Studies sponsored
a policy workshop that had already defined our region as "the small
countries of Central America and the Caribbean, taken together."'2 In
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1. Gordon Lewis, cited by Georgie Ann Geyer in the Washington Times, Aug. 20, 1984, argues
this is so since the Grenada invasion. ARA News Roundup, Wash. D.C., Sept. 18, 1984,
p. 16.
2. Instituto de Investigaciones Econ6micas y Sociales, "The Hague Declaration: An Alternative
Policy for Central America and the Caribbean," Summary and Conclusions of a Policy Workshop
held in the Hague, 6-25 June 1983, Cuadernos no. 2, Managua, Nicaragua, 1984. For a
summary of the U.S. views, see Ronald Radosh, "Whose Region Is It, Anyway?," New York
Times Book Review, February 19, 1984, p. 5.
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this new context, a crucial element of the situation will be the future
relationship between the United States and Puerto Rico.
As far back as 1970, Eric Williams argued that
the relations between the advanced countries and those of the
Third World must be put on a new basis. The metropolis
and the periphery are not equal in economic power. There
cannot therefore be true interdependence between them, as
there can be between countries of equal strength. There is
only a relationship of dependence. Enlightened economic relationships between centre and periphery must recognize
clearly the present inequality and aim at making the periphery
less rather than more dependent in the long run. The implementation of this principle will have profound consequences
for the future relationship beween the U.S.A. and Latin America and indeed between all developed and all the less developed
3
countries of the world.
Williams' belief that center-periphery relations must be restructured
to alleviate dependence provides the starting point for an examination of
the intertwined futures of Central America, the Caribbean Basin, the
United States, and Puerto Rico.
I. A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

If the Caribbean had been "the cockpit of Europe" in previous centuries, since the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962 it has become (together with
Central America) the potential cockpit of armageddon. Puerto Rico has
been at center stage of many crises throughout Caribbean history.
Ironically Puerto Rico's assumption of a major role in the Caribbean
coincided with the decline of its original metropolis, Spain. By the dawn
of the nineteenth century, Spain's colonial possessions in the region had
been whittled down to Cuba and Puerto Rico, but the Caribbean as a
whole had become more important to the mercantilist system than the
New England colonies. Both the British and the Dutch looked at Puerto
Rico with growing interest; the "bare rock" looked to them as a second
Gibraltar in the New World. 4 The British and Dutch interest in the
island, however, was oustripped by the commercial hegemony of New
England.
3. Eric Williams, From Columbus to Castro: The History of the Caribbean(New York: Vintage Books,
1984), p. 505.
4. Ibid., pp. 89-91.
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Puerto Rico's attractiveness stemmed not only from strategic considerations evident in the comparison with Gibraltar, but also from demographic concerns - the sparsely populated island did not share in the
accelerating "blackening" of the region. In Puerto Rico, the ratio of free
people of color (mostly mulattoes) to slaves was four times higher than
in any other island in the region.' The mulattoes, in effect, served as a
societal buffer between the white colonial planters and the black slave
population. Faced with a political stalemate between white Spanish planters and merchants in Puerto Rico, Puerto Rican mulattoes took the
initiative to decolonize the island, using the Caribbean as both their
springboard and refuge, and originated the ideology in favor of independence.
Because Spain refused to surrender foreign runaway blacks during the
slave revolts of 1733-1776, Puerto Rico became a haven for other Caribbean peoples. The last names of black families in Puerto Rico today
reveal their country of origin. Since this period, Puerto Rico has been a
Caribbean mini-metropolis.
In the nineteenth century, Puerto Rico played a contradictory Caribbean role: on the one hand, it served as launching pad for troops to
suppress slave and other rebellions in the region; but at the same time
its landholding free mulatto sector assumed the leadership of the movement for the emancipation of slaves. The island became a positive example
of post-slavery race relations for the region.
Puerto Rico also played a crucial role during the struggles of the
American revolution. Puerto Ricans shared a similar conflict between
metropolitan and colonial interests, and therefore sympathized with the
colonial rebellion. The island took a similar stance in the American Civil
War, causing the Union Navy to protest frequently about the intense
contraband trade in arms and coal between Puerto Rico and the Confederacy. Evidence of new German interest in the late nineteenth century
created renewed U.S. interest, and the U.S.-Puerto Rican relationship
deepened.
When Britain and Spain convened their respective Boards of Enquiry
in 1865 to determine the future of their Caribbean colonies, the question
arose whether or not mulattoes deserved to participate in the electoral
process and in the grant of self-government. 6 This racial dilemma would
trouble metropolitan and colonial relations for years to come throughout
the region.

5. Ibid., p. 190.
6. Willians, p. 415.
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Around this time a vague ideal developed among the Puerto Rican
elite that the vanishing Spanish hegemony could be replaced by a federation of independent Greater Antilles including Cuba, Santo Domingo,
Puerto Rico and other islands. 7 But that vision was thwarted by the
advent in the United States of the conflicting ideal of American "manifest
destiny" which resulted in the invasion of Puerto Rico in 1898.
American colonialism dictated closer ties between Puerto Rico and the
rest of the Caribbean. As a result of the enormous concentration of
interrelated latifundia in the region between 1898-1938 to serve the
expansionist tendencies of American capital investment in the sugar
industry, Puerto Rico became part of an American-dominated Caribbean
system.8
In the 194 0's, the impending World War again transformed Puerto
Rico's role into the militarily strategic Gibraltar of the area - a role
that inaugurated a period of "uniqueness" in the region lasting until the
late 1960s. In essence, Puerto Rico became a commonwealth, a "showcase
of democracy," which tied its future to that of the "democratic left"
(mainly with Costa Rica and Venezuela) in the Central American and
Caribbean region, and served as a model for the Alliance for Progress,
and as "the American answer to Fidel Castro." 9
The Puerto Rican model collapsed, however, and its collapse coincided
with a pro-statehood electoral victory in 1968. A despairing Eric Williams saw Puerto Rico losing its Caribbean "soul" and "drifting slowly
but surely into statehood as part of the American Union."' 10 But this
prognosis proved premature as a political stalemate between alternative
visions of the island's future status prevailed from 1968 to 1980.11
II.

THE "POLICIES" OF RONALD REAGAN

When Ronald Reagan announced his intention to seek the 1980
Republican presidential nomination, his televised speech included a commitment to initiate statehood legislation for Puerto Rico. 12 In February
of that year he reiterated his proposal and added that he would take the
7. Antonio S. Pedreira, Hostos: CiudadanodeAmrica(SanJuan: Instituro de Cultura Puertorriquefia,
1984), p. 25.
8. Williams, pp. 429-437.
9. David Carter, "Puerto Rico: The Best Answer to Castro," The Reporter 32 (1961); U.S. News
and World Report, March 28, 1960. See also William C. Baggs, "'Puerto Rico: Showcase of
Development," BritannicaBook of the Year, 1962.
10. Williams, pp. 511, 514.
11. For a detailed analysis of this period see Juan M. Garcia-Passalacqua, Puerto Rico: Equality and
Freedom at Issue (New York: Hoover Institute/Praeger, 1984).
12. U.S. News and World Report, November 26, 1979, p. 48.
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lead in persuading the people of Puerto Rico and the mainland United
13
States that statehood "will be good for all of us."'
Candidate Reagan offered a number of justifications for his statehood
stance:
- Puerto Rico is the "pivot" of the struggle to "pull away" friends of
the United States in this hemisphere.
- Fidel Castro, through support for the tiny Puerto Rican independence movement, has established "a beachhead of violence on American
shores."
- The present commonwealth status is "historically unnatural" and a
weakness "in the great global contest of ideas" with the Soviet Union.
- The best U.S. counterattack to pro-independence tensions is not
counterterror but statehood.
- Puerto Rico's exposed position on the front lines of geopolitics
makes it necessary to "cement it" to the U.S. as a state.
- The island would become a positive "bridgehead" into the Caribbean, Latin America and the developing world.
- The island would also be a peaceful battleground for competition
between economic systems.
However, there was a caveat to his strategic propositions: close friends
of Reagan questioned his ideas and insisted he require that "a great
majority of Puerto Ricans - not just a simple majority - feel the pull
of statehood with passion."
In November 1980, however, the expected pro-statehood victory in
the Puerto Rican elections did not materialize. Instead, the statehood
and commonwealth parties finished deadlocked, each receiving 47 percent
of the vote. Prior to the election, the Carter White House had been
considering a new policy on the political status issue. ' 4 But after Reagan's
victory, the proposals were referred to the Presidential Transition Committee. Reagan's staff was split on the issue. ' 5 A re-evaluation was under
way in Republican think-tanks. A then relatively unknown political
analyst named Constantine C. Menges produced a four-page, single13. Wall StreetJournal, 11 February 1980; SanJuan Star, 12 February 1980, p. 19. The real author
of the column, former WSJ reporter Jude Wanniski, had written a few days before: "it becomes
easy to picture the president - whomever he is - in 1981 proposing a statehood deal that
turns Romero's plebiscite into a landslide." San Juan Star, 27 January 1980, p. 5.
14. Puerto Rican Self-Determination Enabling Act (draft); An Act To Establish a White House
Puerto Rican Self-Determination Task Force (draft); Minutes of White House Meeting of
October 17 at office of Deputy Legal Counsel to the President Joseph Onek; Minutes of Meeting
of Ben H. Read, Under Secretary of State for Management, and Lloyd Cutler, Legal Counsel
to the President, October 23, 1984. Author's Files.
15. Roger Fontaine, of the National Security Council had "serious doubts" about statehood. El
Nuevo Dfa, 1 November 1980, p. 2. Others favored independence, San Juan Star, January 10,
1982, p. 1.
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spaced memorandum on Puerto Rico for his private corporate clients
titled "A Strategic Assessment. "16 Menges, who was soon thereafter
appointed as a staff member of the National Security Council, termed a
plebiscite on statehood "one of the most important strategic international
events for the United States for the next decade." It could, he added, be
the occasion for the first wave of terrorism on U.S. soil and a pivotal
factor in determining U.S. relations with Western European nations with
strong socialist parties. It would also affect the balance of power in the
Caribbean Basin. For these reasons, he argued, the manner in which the
plebiscite is handled "is crucial."
Menges' position paper emphasized the island's role as a site of major
U.S. corporate investment. It also emphasized Puerto Rico's importance
from a strategic point of view: Cuba controls two of the three navigable
passages through the Caribbean and the only other one (Mona passage)
is "controlled" by Puerto Rico. Most importantly, however, Puerto Rico
is "a linchpin" of U.S. diplomatic initiatives in Central and South America. These three reasons led Menges to a very important conclusion:
Puerto Rican self-determination must be handled with extreme diplomatic care and balance, so that what could be a major opportunity for
the U.S. with Latin America and the Third World does not turn into a
diplomatic fiasco. I agree.
Menges cited polls indicating that statehood would win a plebiscite
by a 5 5 percent margin. He saw no major obstacles to a smooth transition,
but immediately analyzed "an equally plausible scenario." It included a
potential for serious political upheaval in Puerto Rico during the vote
and the ensuing period of U.S. congressional action. His main concern,
was that the political process within Puerto Rico might "break down"
during the congressional debate, leading to a sharp and fierce increase in
terrorism within the U.S. aimed at officials and corporations. A terrorist
rampage, he believed, would lead to a strong right-wing backlash or
capitulation, "either of which might doom a Puerto Rican statehood
initiative." Alternatively, a Reagan administration might become concerned about the financial burden of Puerto Rico, and insist on "economic
independence" or require an "overwhelming" vote for statehood. An
acrimonious debate on the Puerto Rican statehood issue, he added, would
lead to friction between the U.S. and Puerto Rico and to unacceptable
conditions on the Puerto Rico government.
Menges believed that such a process would unleash critical pressure
from the Socialist International and the United Nations, creating "a
16. Constantine C. Menges, ed., InternationalStrategic Issues, 1 (October 1980).
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serious strain on our major alliances." In the end, he argued, the process
could lead to an independent, antagonistic Puerto Rico, easy prey for
radical Marxist political groups, which would eventually join with Cuba
and other hostile governments in Central America and the Caribbean
Basin.
Menges then reached his logical destination by arguing that Fidel
Castro would use the increased U.S. domestic terrorism arising from the
Puerto Rican independence movements "to launch his own strategic
terrorism against the United States." The problems centering around the
Puerto Rican statehood issue would constitute "an enormous distraction"
which would put the U.S. political process off-balance "during the
struggle to destabilize Mexico" through the crisis in Central America.
In sum, Menges suggested that a statehood win in Puerto Rico would
create a situation of "extremely high tension and danger." He wisely
called for the U.S. government, supported by business, to adopt a policy
which is firm and balanced and gives serious attention to the problems
of Puerto Rico. One suspects President Reagan listened.
What happened during the first two years of the Reagan Administration on Puerto Rico? The existing Interagency Task Force created by
President Carter was continued. George Bush visited the island on September 27, 1981 and promised "statehood now," but nothing happened.
In fact, his pronouncement became an embarrassment to the White
House. 17 Speaking before the National Press Club a week later, Bush
retreated saying, "I can't pass judgment on that now" and asking for "a
clear signal" from the Puerto Ricans. 18 The Republican Party in Puerto
Rico became restless and sent a memo to the President asking for his
promised "push" on statehood and for an interview for local pro-statehood
leaders. 19 The President saw the group on January 12, 1982.
The interview lasted fifteen minutes. For most of the time, a fistsclenched President discussed the recent attempt on his life, implying
that the statehood issue might cause another attempt (a letter bomb
postmarked in Puerto Rico had been deactivated in the White House a
few weeks before). He then suggested that his visitors pick up a press
release in which he "still" affirmed his pledge, but did not mention his
promised "push." In addition, he told one of his visitors: "you can't keep
coming up here asking for a piece of the meal," meaning that dependence

17. San Juan Star, 28 September 1981, pp. 1, 12; The Los Angeles Times published an editorial
entitled "Rash Words on Statehood," cited in San Juan Star, 1 October 1981.
18. El Nuevo Dia, 10 October 1981, p. 5; San Juan Star, 10 October 1981, p. 1.
19. Letter of Luis A. Ferr6 to President Reagan, March 1, 1981 and addendums (24 pages).
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on the U.S. had reached its limits. 20 That was the last time a "policy"
on Puerto Rico came out of the Ronald Reagan White House.
III.

THE AFTERMATH OF THE

1984

ELECTIONS

The Popular Democratic Party (PDP) which favors the present commonwealth status for the island, won the 1984 elections by a margin of
54,000 votes. The victory was something of a mixed blessing, however,
since its margin over the pro-statehood New Progressive Party (NPP)
was provided by pro-independence voters. Members of that decisive bloc
of more than 50,000 split-ballot voters were labeled melones - red on
the outside and green on the inside, red and green being respectively the
colors of the PDP and the Partido Independentista Puertorriquefio (PIP).
Since the elections, this group of voters has demanded its political pound
of flesh. In the words of its spokesman: "one of the main objectives of
this independent left is to achieve unity with the Pro-Puerto Rican
autonomist wing of the PDP. . . . We want to advance a process of
recuperation of political power that will afford all Puerto Ricans the
opportunity of constructing the economic and social bases that will make
independence possible." 21 This position has found a responsive cord in
leaders of the PDP, such as former House Speaker Severo Colberg, while
others close to elected Governor Rafael Hern~ndez Col6n claim that
what
' 22
is needed is "not a change of status but a change to the status. "
Thus, the PDP came out of the elections with a probably indigestible
new sector in its ranks; but one to which it owes its electoral victory.
This party tension is coupled with an economic situation that one of its
main economists calls "critical" because "it will be a test to demonstrate
that the commonwealth model can work." Other observers point out that
"failure to measurably improve economic conditions could push many
commonwealthers, who feel that statehood would be the death of Puerto
Rican language and culture, into the arms of the independence advocates. "23
The pro-statehood New Progressive Party went to the 1984 elections
promising a yes-or-no referendum on statehood by early 1985. Incumbent
20. Jorge Javariz, "El Vicio de Pedir," El Mundo, 17 February 1982, p. 1 IA. Author's interview
San Juan Star, 6 April 1983.
21. Luis Alonso, "El Cambio Verdadero," El Reportero, 15 December 1984, p. 13. See also Justino
del Valle, "La Meloneria en broma y en serio," El Nuevo Dia, 13 December 1984, p. 50. See
for the PIP's answer Angel Rafael Ortega, "Critica a compafieros de Ideal," Claridad,21 to 27
December 1984, p 42.
22. Pedro J. Llamas "Colberg: autonomista radical; difiere de RHC," El Reportero, 27 June 1983,
p. 5 and Ruben Arrieta, "Colberg: con su propio ideal de autonomia, El Nuevo Dia," 10
December 1984, pp. 1-3; Jorge Javariz, "Trasfondo," El Mundo, 18 December 1984, p. 13A.
23. San Juan Star, 7 December 1984, p. 2.
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Governor Carlos Romero Barcel6 had rejected such a vote and also refused
to permit international observers in the process. 24 This radical position
made him subject to what he termed "arbitrary actions" of the U.S.
government that harmed him politically. He has frequently insinuated
(particularly at a Harvard Law School forum) that the defection of San
Juan Mayor Hernan Padilla from his party, which ultimately caused his
defeat, had been prompted by "Washington godfathers." 25 In a 1983
article he elaborated on this suspicion by stating: "So long as our people
reject independence, any attempts to impose it on us will constitute a
26
denial of the very essence of the principle of self-determination.
European observers of Caribbean affairs described the situation at
election time in this manner: "The issue of statehood is being bitterly
fought - but in a vacuum. Nobody in Washington, least of all in
Congress, wants to see Puerto Rico as a state. '27 As if to corroborate that
thesis, the influential U.S. press jumped at the opportunity to call the
election results "a setback for statehood. ' 28 In turn, local statehooders,
angered by the results, increased their denunciations of the island's
"colonial crisis" and blamed the United States for its potentially dire
consequences. 29 Statehooders are now convinced that "each defeat of the
statehooders in the island is a relief for the United States." They feel
betrayed, and have accused the Reagan administration of "insensitivity." 30
President Reagan appointed Constantine Menges, the author of the
anti-statehood memorandum, to represent him at the inauguration of
Governor Hernindez Col6n. His very presence in the island incensed
statehooders. A spokesman for the pro-statehood Rafael Martfnez Nadal
Foundation denounced the efforts of Menges and others to lead Puerto
Rico "towards an independent relation styled on the Mariana Islands." 31
In 1984, for the first time in decades, the independence movement
went to the elections represented by a single party. The pro-independence
PIP, after years of internal leadership fights, finally rallied around the
figure of its President and senatorial candidate, Ruben Berrfos Martinez,
and a closely knit team of party workers loyal to him.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

El Mundo, 11 March 1984, p. 5A.
El Nuevo Dia, 1 September 1984, p. 53.
San Juan Star, 25 July 1983, p. 16.
Latin America Regional Reports Caribbean, RC-84-09, 2 November 1984, p. 7.
Waihington Post National Weekly Edition, 26 November 1984, p. 16.
Oreste Ramos, "Crisis Colonial," El Nuevo Dia, 12 December 1984, p. 51; Clearance Beardsley,
"Madera responsabiliza a EU del posible descalabro en PR," El Nuevo Dia, 22 December 1984,
p. 1.
30. Jorge Javariz, "Trasfondo," El Mundo, 5 December 1984, p. 19A; John T. Skelly, "Insensible
Reagan," El Nuevo Dia, 12 December 1984, p. 4.
31. Fundaci6n Rafael Martinez Nadal, Communicado de Prensa, 7 January 1985.
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In April 1983, the sixty-three member nations of the Socialist International unanimously endorsed independence for Puerto Rico "as a Latin
American nation," and admitted the PIP as an affiliated member. Berrios
pointed out that the admission relieved pro-independence followers from
the sense of being alone in the fight and destroyed the myth that to
become independent the islanders had to be enemies of the United States.
It also brought greater pressures to bear on the U.S. in favor of independence and altered the "animus" of the U.S towards it. 3 2 In the Bolfvar
Bicentennial Congress in Caracas, Berrios also obtained a declaration
demanding Puerto Rico's inalienable right to independence. 33 Having
obtained the support of pro-American political parties in Latin America,
the PIP returned to look for electoral support in the island.
On November 8, 1984 - a few days after the election - the party
issued a declaration announcing an increase of 40 percent over 1980 in
its straight ballot party votes. Polling approximately 200,000 or 12.5
percent of the votes, the PIP elected Berrfos to the Senate and David
Noreiga to the House. The declaration asserted: "The PIP has broken
the traditional colonial bipartisan system, opened a political space of
unlimited possibilities and inaugurated a second stage in the party's
strategy to obtain independence." 34 In a conciliatory tone, Berrios asked
for a "dialogue" with the United States regarding the decolonization of
Puerto Rico, and cited the example of the Mariana Islands, a U.S.
territory in the Pacific now on the road to independence. 35
The PIP's new relevance generated two different reactions. Pointing
out that Berrios had been elected by split balloters from pro-statehood
and pro-commonwealth ranks, some argued that the PIP had yet to equal
the 19 percent of the vote it had obtained in 1952 and predicted the
phenomenon would be temporary. 36 In the same vein, others added that
there is "little room at the moment for a third force." 37 The head of the
Puerto Rican Socialist Party (PSP), Carlos Gallis6, recognized that the
electoral result "imposes the formulation of a new pro-independence
policy" because of the "decisional weight" of pro-independence voters in
the 1984 elections. Emphasizing that a large segment of the pro-independence electorate had opted to vote for the Popular Democratic Party
32. El Mundo, 22 May 1983, p. 1. See also Rechani Agrait, El Nuevo Dia, 30 January 1985, p.
45.
33. El Nuevo Dia, 3 July 1983, p. 8.
34. Partido Independentista Puertorriquefio, Comunicado de Prensa, 8 November 1984.
35. El Nuevo Dia, 11 November 1984, p. 6. See also my columns in El Nuevo Dia, 14 November
1984, p. 43, and in El Mundo, 11 November de 1984, p. 1.
36. Federico A. Cordero, "El PIP, Juanma y Ruben," 3 December 1984.
37. Rafael Ruiz, "Election changes parties, not the status quo," Guardian, 21 November 1984,
pp. 14-15.
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instead of the PIP, he called for an effort to organize and give ideological
and practical coherence to "the other half of pro-independence followers
38
that are not with the PIP."
Thus, the pro-independence movement in Puerto Rico came out of
the 1984 elections with a solid, well-organized core of 60,000 voters in
the PIP, an equally large periphery of 50,000 that opted to vote for the
PDP, and at least 100,000 split-ballot voters undergoing a "transit of
sympathy" towards pro-independence candidates and ideological positions.3 9 It is in a stronger position than ever before.
IV.

THE EFFECTS OF THE STRUCTURAL ECONOMIC CRISIS

The economy of Puerto Rico continues to deteriorate. A Delphi study
conducted by the Puerto Rican Economists Association in late 1984
indicated that the present economic model, born out of the 1950's
Operation Bootstrap, is now "stagnant" and that the island "will not
experience social or economic improvement" in the next decade. 40 At the
heart of this despairing picture is the island's dependence on the U.S.
welfare system, decried by most sectors both in the island and Washington but until very recently defended by the pro-statehood government as
41
a fair share" for U.S. citizens residing in Puerto Rico.
Many factors have contributed to the economic crisis. The ninetyeighth U.S. Congress accelerated the downward trend by eliminating
rum tariffs for neighboring republics as part of the Caribbean Basin
Initiative (CBI) and by eliminating the rebate to Puerto Rico of all excise
42
taxes collected on rum and redestilled liquors produced in the territory.
The U.S. Treasury Department later proposed to change radically the
program which grants federal tax exemption to Puerto Rican subsidiaries
of U.S. corporations (I.R.C. section 936). 43 Furthermore, OPEC manoeuvers have strangled Puerto Rico's petrochemical industry. 44 On top of

38. Claridad, 30 November to 6 December 1984, p. 11.
39. For an elaboration of this argument see my column "TrInsito de Simpatias," El Nuevo Dia, 26
December 1984, p. 47.
40. Lisette Nufiez, "Estancado el modelo econ6mico," El Nuevo Dia, 19 December 1984, p. 44.
See also San Juan Star, 29 April 1984, pp. B6-7. Bankruptcies increased by 22 percent in the
island last October. El Mundo, 19 December 1984, p. C6. Banks and insurance companies have
been at the forefront of closings. El Nuevo Dia, 19 December 1984, p. 44.
41. Wall Street Journal, 30 October 1984, p. 1; Sheila Borges, "Dependence or a Fair Share," San
Juan Star, I May 1984, p. 16.
42. Harry Turner, "Island rum sales imperiled as Caribbean exports rise," SanJuan Star, 7 December
1984, p. 1; San Juan Star, 17 February 1984.
43. Harry Turner, "Washington plans cloud the economy," San Juan Star, 7 December 1984, p. 3.
44. El Mundo, 2 December 1984, p. 1.
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all these pressures, the Reagan administration has enacted substantial
45
budget cuts in the federal programs operating in Puerto Rico.
Pro-statehood leaders traveled to Washington in late 1984, but received little encouragement from the Reagan administration. GOP Chairman and former Governor Luis A. Ferr6 saw Vice-President Bush and
was only told that the Administration would be willing to "reform" the
Interagency Task Force on Puerto Rico.4 6 Governor Romero also saw
Bush, and emerged from his meeting announcing that a twenty-year
"ordered transition period" was necessary before equal responsibilities
could be assumed as a state of the Union. 47 However, the most important
statement coming out of the talks with Bush was made by San Juan
Mayor Hernin Padilla (the White House's "favorite boy" in Puerto Rico),
who called for "economic independence" as the only way out for Puerto
Rico. 41 The only alternatives to this decisive step are social unrest 49 or
migration, 50 both of which have increased substantially in recent years.
Following Padilla's remarks, a growing multi-partisan consensus has
developed around the need to achieve economic independence for Puerto
Rico.
The Caribbean Basin Initiative included Puerto-Rico only as an afterthought and with misgivings. 5 1 It has failed to produce any positive
results for Puerto Rico, and local merchants and industrialists view it
with great concern. By extending to neighboring independent republics
the benefits that were previously enjoyed only by Puerto Rico, the CBI
has enhanced the attraction of the independence alternative.52
The revision of the Possessions Tax Benefits Act (section 936) has been
described as "the most painful shock of what may be in store for Puerto
Rico" during the ninety-ninth Congress. 53 The news hit the island last
December and cries of "industrial chaos" and "threats to capital sources"
arose immediately.5 4 The incoming PDP administration tried to revive
45.
46.
47.
48.

49.

50.

51.
52.
53.
54.

John Nordheimer, "Island faces further budget cuts," San Juan Star, 7 December, 1984, p. 2.
El Mundo 1 December 1984, p. 5A; El Nuevo Dia, 16 December de 1984, p. 19.
El Mundo, 12 December 1984, p. 5A.
"Padilla reclama una politica econ6mica independiente," El Nuevo Dia, 1 December 1984,
pp. 1, 3; El Reportero, 1 December 1984, p. 3. The call had been made before by local
industrialist Alfonso Vald6s. El Mundo, 12 November 1983, p. 7.
The predictable form it would follow is the pattern of Dominican Republic, Brazilian and
Jamaican riots. Time, May 7, 1984, p. 78; April 23, 1984, p. 50; El Reportero, 21 January
1985; El Mundo, 17 January 1985, p. 2. See also my book, supra note 11.
El Mundo, 3 December 1984, p. 3A. The issue of migration is becoming increasingly important
due to the post-Mariel fears in the U.S. For an elaboration of the "Mariel Terror" see Washington
Times, 12 July 1984.
ElNuevo Dia, 28 December 1981, p. 8. San Diego Union, January 16, 1983.
San Juan Star, 22 February 1982, p. 3; 26 February 1982, p. 1.
Washington Letter on Puerto Rico, 30 November 1984.
El Nuevo Dia, 27 November 1984, p. 2; El Nuevo Dia, 2 December 1984, p. 2.
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the commonwealth mystique while minimizing the possible effects of
the revision. 55 Still, the Industrialists Association, the Bankers Association, and others reacted to it as a clear and present danger to the economic
status quo - labeling it with some hyperbole as "the worst economic
56
disaster in all our history.
It is hyperbole because federal budget cuts will have a much more
devastating and more lasting impact. The island has already been deprived of $1.3 billion dollars in U.S aid during the first Reagan administration, 57 as the foundation of the welfare state continues to erode in
the United States. 58 The outgoing pro-statehood administration reacted
by labeling the Washington administration "insensitive," while the incoming pro-commonwealth administration apologists have downplayed
the effects of the budget cuts. 59
Recently, however, Mayor Padilla has had to announce radical cuts for
1985-1988 in several federal programs such as rural electrification, guaranteed agricultural prices, legal and community services, economic development, health professions, soil conservation, urban mass transit,
urban development, sewer projects, rural and urban housing, small businessess and others. 60 Even the $800 million food stamps program on
which more than half of the population subsists will be under scrutiny
61
in 1985 and might be changed into "workfare" salary subsidies.
Three main conclusions can be derived from these stark economic facts.
Governor Romero summarized the first one best by stating: "se nos acab6
elpon" (our free ride is over). 62 Less partisan observers point to a second:
"the future of Puerto Rico is up in the air. "63 However, the clearest
conclusion was recently offered by John Nordheimer of the New York
Times: "further federal budget-cutting could cause political and social
destabilization on the island, whose economy is heavily dependent on

55. Teodoro Moscoso, "La exenci6n 936 y el ELA," El Nuevo Dfa, 8 December 1984, p. 45; UPI:
"Fuster: es prematuro elrevuelo 936," El Mundo, 4 December 1984, p. 5; El Nuevo Dia, 4
December 1984, pp. 1-3.
56. El Reportero, 19 December de 1984, p. 20; El Reportero, 30 November 1984, p. 30. El Alundo,
"Editorial," 1 December 1984, p. 10A.
57. El Mundo, 5 May 1984, p. 1.
58. Lawrence M. Mead, "Welfare: More Harm Than Good?," New York Times Book Review, 16
December 1984, p. 7; Washington Post National Weekly Edition, 26 November 1984, p. 23.

59. El Nuevo Dia, 12 December 1984, p. 4; Kal Wagenheim, "No hard budget blows expected
for Puerto Rico," Caribbean Business, 12 December 1984, pp. 1, 8, 61.
60. El Nuevo Dia, 18 December 1984, p. 2.
61. El Nuevo Dia, 16 December 1984, p. 3.
62. El Nuevo Dia, 8 December 1984, p. 4. He added that the "U.S. has initiated a transition
period without Puerto Rico being represented" and again asked for statehood as "the only
solution." El Reportero, 8 December 1984, p. 3.
63. El Nuevo Dia, 5 December 1984, p. 6.
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money from Washington. That 6 4will strengthen the hands of Puerto
Ricans who favor independence. "
The key issue for Puerto Rico and the United States is whether the
road to economic independence can be traveled without social destabilization. To achieve that end, urgent action is needed.
V.

THE ISSUE OF MILITARIZATION

The U.S. Navy considers Puerto Rico essential to the survival of the
U.S. security triangle in the Caribbean which consists of Puerto Rico,
Panama, and Guantanamo. In an April 27, 1983 interview, Puerto Ricanborn Navy Commodore Diego Hernandez argued that a "hostile triangle"
of Cuba, Nicaragua, and Grenada was holding the U.S. "in check." He
added that a further effort was under way to undermine the "security
65
triangle" that gives the U.S. control of the Caribbean maritime routes.
On the same day, the Pentagon declassified and issued a U.S. Air
Force document addressing U.S. security interests in the region which
described Puerto Rico as "a keystone in its Caribbean Basin defense
efforts." The document warned, however, that concern for subversiveterrorist elements in Puerto Rico would weigh heavily in future Air Force
decisions regarding the island's future defense role. 66 Shortly thereafter,
the U.S. Army gave serious consideration to establishing a "training
center" for Latin American military personnel in Puerto Rico. Thus, in
less than a two week period, the three branches of the U.S. military
made public their concerns over Puerto Rico. Why?
On April 27, 1983 President Reagan had taken the unusual step of
going before a joint session of Congress to urge support for his policy of
"holding the line" against Soviet and Cuban "aggression and subversion"
in the Caribbean Basin and Central America. It was precisely that same
week that the three branches of the American military, usually quiet and
low-keyed regarding Puerto Rico, decided to declassify papers, give
exclusive press conferences, and leak their plans for the island's future.
Coincidentally, during that same week, the CISCLA center of the
Inter-American University in San German sponsored a two-day seminar
on the contemporary Caribbean that was dominated by discussions of the
"threat" posed by Cuba to the United States. Edward Gonzilez of the
Rand Corporation went so far as to argue that Cuba's presence in the
Caribbean has "immobilized" the U.S. Navy in the area. He argued that
in a conflict between the USSR and the United States, Cuba could prevent
64. Nordheimer, San Juan Star, 7 December 1984, p. 2.
65. El Reporlero, 27 April 1983, pp. 1-3.
66. San Juan Star, 27 April 1983, pp. 1, 20.
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naval movements in the Caribbean and even attack the state of Florida
with 200 MiG airplanes. He concluded by saying: "The U.S. is in
peril. "67
These interrelated events prompted a resounding "No to Militarization" from pro-Cuban Socialist Party Chairman Carlos Gallisi, who argued, "We must generate, in the national and international planes, a
decisive campaign to denounce and fight the plans to militarize Puerto
Rico and to include Puerto Ricans in Washington's warmongering projects." His newspaper also denounced the presence of Puerto Rican advisors
68
in El Salvador.
In August 1983 a respected European observer stated that there was
"civilian concern" over the increase in military activity in Puerto Rico.
The observer pointed out that local military expenditure in 1982 had
reached the level of $232 million, an increase of 34 percent over the
decade of the 1970s. Another $6.5 million were spent on the island's
National Guard, which participated in manoeuvers in Honduras and
trained soldiers from Barbados, Jamaica, Panami and the Dominican
Republic. Puerto Rico, the observer concluded, "appears to have regained
importance in the eyes of U.S. military strategists in the context of their
new policies towards Central America and the Caribbean." 69 In response,
the head of the National Guard protested that its mission in Honduras
70
was a "cultural" one.
In September of that year, Washington sources began to protest the
presence of a Soviet general in the nearby island of Grenada. U.S. Deputy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Reserve Affairs, Fred Davidson, visited
Puerto Rico on October 8 and stated that the island was the "centerpiece"
of Navy operations in the region because of its "protective position" on
sea lanes through which 85 percent of U.S. resources pass en route to
71
the United States.
On October 11, 1983 in a move that took Puerto Rico by surprise,
the U.S. Navy entered into a detailed "Memorandum of Understanding"
with the Governor of Puerto Rico regarding the island of Vieques. The
67. The press discussed the seminar in El Mundo, I May 1983, p. 24-A. Edward Gonzilez, "U.S.
Strategic Interests in the Caribbean Basin," CISCLA, Documentos de trabajo #3, 1983. For
my reaction to these developments and my own proposal, see "The Southwest Option," San
Juan Star, 4 May 1983, p. 39.
68. Claridad, 6 to 12 May 1983, p. 11; 27 January 1984.
69. Latin America Regional Reports Cribbean, RC-83-07, 26 August 1983, pp. 2-3. See also Puerto
Rico Libre, February/March 1983, p. 7; El Mundo, 6 May 1984, p. 1.
70. Jos6 A. Castrodad, "Cultural la misi6n militar boricua en Honduras," El Nuevo Dia, 2 February
1983, p. 30; "Guardsmen in Honduras," San Juan Star, 2 February 1983, p. 17; Claridad, II
to 17 February 1983, pp. 1, 3.
71. Washington Times, 16 September 1983; San Juan Star, 9 October 1983, p. 3.
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memorandum first describes the Navy's role as one of conducting "prompt
and sustained operations at sea in support of national policy," then alleges
that "recently the events in the Caribbean and Central American region
underscore the importance of the readiness of the Atlantic Fleet to the
National Defense and Security," and concludes by stating that "the
government of Puerto Rico recognizes the Department of the Navy's
concerns as a result of its understanding of world events and recent events
in the Caribbean and Central American region. "72 The memorandum
covered agreements on community assistance, land uses, ordinance delivery, and environmental matters, and concluded by immediately termi73
nating all litigation by the Puerto Rican government against the Navy.
Why the unprecedented and hurried agreement? On October 25 (just
fifteen days later) the United States invaded Grenada.
European observers noted that it had taken the U.S. only five days to
organize and launch the invasion because its plan had been ready for two
years and had been tested in a full dress rehearsal on the island of Vieques,
Puerto Rico in August 1981 as an "exercise" in which the U.S. Forces
invaded Amber and the Amberdines. 74 A newspaper serving the Navy in
Puerto Rico revealed that the U.S. Navy's Roosevelt Roads base on the
island had "supported" the Grenada invasion: "While many Americans
were waking up on October 25 to news reports that U.S. troops had
landed on the Caribbean island of Grenada, the Naval Station and other
commands at Roosevelt Roads were swinging into action to support the
75
front line forces in operation Urgent Fury."
Puerto Rico's training and support role in the Grenada invasion unleashed a heated political debate on the island in the 1984 political
campaign. The Popular Democratic Party split between its gubernatorial
candidate Rafael Herndndez Col6n, who denied the "false issue of militarization" and Victoria Mufioz, its candidate for Mayor of San Juan,
who decried the situation as "dangerous to the subsistence of our youth. "76
The admission by the Navy's newspaper of Puerto Rican support left
Hern~ndez Col6n out on a limb. 77 The military role of Puerto Rico in

72. Memorandum of Understanding Regarding the Island of Vieques, unsigned copy, no date, 7
pages plus map. Author's File. For a laudatory analysis disinforming its real purposes see George
McDougall, "Victory for Vieques," San Juan Star, 28 and 30 December 1983.
73. San Juan Star, 12 October 1983, pp. 1, 18; El Afundo, 12 October 1983, p. 1.
74. Latin America Regional Reports Caribbean, RC-83-09, 4 November 1983, p. 3. Exercise was
repeated in 1984. Newsweek, 14 May 1984, p. 42.
75. El Navegante, 8 (December 1 1983): 1.
76. El Nuevo Dia, 17 November 1983, p. 6; El Nuevo Dia, 14 November 1983, p. 8.
77. "El 'Fantasma' del Militarismo en Puerto Rico," Claridad, 13 to 19 January 1984, p. 3.
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the Caribbean, which includes a nuclear dimension, is now clearly estab78
lished fact.
VI.

THE ISSUE OF TERRORISM.

In mid-1981 the first study of "Puerto Rican terrorism" - as labeled
by its authors - was issued in Washington. The study complained about
the "inability" of U.S. and Puerto Rican law enforcement authorities to
put an end to the problem. It pointed out that incidents had increased
substantially and had become better organized and more purposeful. But
most importantly, it stated that terrorist activity had spread beyond
79
Puerto Rico to the U.S. mainland.
The study blamed the emergence of covert terrorism in Puerto Rico
on the pro-statehood triumph of 1968. After the 1972 PDP victory,
terrorism shifted to the mainland United States with the appearance of
the FuerzasArmadas de Liberacidn Nacional (FALN), whose most important
operation was the January 1975 bombing of historic Fraunces Tavern in
New York City, which killed four people and injured fifty-three others.
The study identified five terrorist groups: the FALN, the Ejircito Popular
Boricua-Los Macheteros and three other smaller groups.
The report noted that more than ten alleged "terrorist" incidents took
place between July 1978 and May 1981 after the return to power of the
statehooders. These included the abduction of the Chilean Consul in San
Juan, an attempt against FBI towers in Cerro Maravilla in central Puerto
Rico, attempts against local policemen, bank robberies, an attempt
against an ROTC instructor, an armed assault in December 1979 against
a U.S. Navy bus (two sailors killed), an attempt against the runway of
Roosevelt Roads Naval Station, an attempt against U.S. military personnel in a bar near the Naval Station, the seizure of U.S. national party
centers in 1980, the bombing of a Pan Am terminal in New York (one
dead), and most importantly, the bombing raid against the U.S. Air
National Guard in San Juan by Los Macheteros on January 12, 1981 when
eleven jet fighters were destroyed, causing $14 million in damage. The
study concluded from these incidents "not only that Puerto Rican terorrism is, indeed, still very much a fact of 1980s life, but that it has
also become more dangerous." ' 0
78. "Asesores Ven Potencial Militar PR," El Mundo, 13 December 1983, p. 1. Jorge Rodriguez
Beruff, "El Papel Esrarrgico de Puerto Rico en elContexto de laNueva Polirica de Reagan
Hacia el Caribe," CEREP, Cuadernos 5, July 1983. On its role in nuclear war, see El Nuevo
Dia, 14 February 1985, p. 1 and ElMundo, 14 February 1985, p. 1.
79. Puerto Rico Resources, "Puerto Rican Terrorism," memorandum, 22 June 1981, 10 pages.
80. Ibid., p. 6.
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According to the study, the terrorists ascribe to the theory that more
terrorism will eventually prod the United States, through the business
community, the public, the media, and political representatives, to "give
up" on the island and to conclude that "it has become more trouble than
it is worth to the nation.""' Since the study was released, the Officers
Club in the Washington Navy Yard was bombed and pro-independence
callers to newspapers claimed responsibility for the action. Soon thereafter, in October 1984, the Macheteros attacked the FBI offices in San
82
Juan with a bazooka.
FBI Director William H. Webster has described Puerto Rican terrorism as "an important problem for the present and an ominous problerfi
for the future," adding that while the FALN had been "subdued,", its
place has been taken by a number of other violence-prone independence
groups from Puerto Rico. While he denies Soviet or Cuban involvement
in Puerto Rican terrorism, he asserted that the "potential for infiltration"
existed. 83 Webster believes that 50 percent of all terrorist attempts within
the United States are related to groups favoring independence for Puerto
Rico.8 4 As seen by observers, violent incidents on the mainland create
greater effect than those on the island because they are "closer" and
receive wide exposure in the American media, particularly from televi85
sion.
Does the United States need to keep alive the only issue that generates
potential acts of terror within its own borders? While others consider
them terrorists, FAIN members consider themselves freedom fighters
and prisoners of war. Their commitment comes from their frustration
over the unattended needs of their community and their humiliation in
being treated as a peripheral minority group by the metropolis. In their
own words: "We are part of a resistance movement to a reality that we
face as a nation. We are a country that is a colony and militarily occupied.
All we are in fact is a national affirmation, we want to live as a free
people. '86 In their most recent move, the Macheteros stole $7 million
from Wells Fargo in Hartford, Connecticut and used some of the money
to buy presents for Puerto Rican children for Three Kings Day in 1985.87
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.

Ibid., p. 8.
New York Times, 21 April 1984, p. 3; San Juan Star, 13 May 1984, p. 3.
San Juan Star, 1 February 1982, p. 1.
El Mundo, 11 November 1983, p. 4A.
Caribbean Business, 28 September 1983, p. 5A.
Harry Turner, "2 FALN Activists Tell Their Side of The Story," San Juan Star, 16 September
1984. pp. 1, 34-35. See also San Juan Star, 7 May 1984, p. 3.
87. El Mundo, 9 January 1985, p. 1; 10 January 1985, p. 1; 21 October 1984, p. 1. See also San
Juan Star, 5 April 1984, p. 3. For an interview with its leader, see "La Vanguardia Contra el
Regimen Colonial-Macheteros," 4 Pensamiento Critico 7 (1984), p. 25.
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In recent years, the whole issue of Puerto Rican "terrorism" has been
shaken by the revelation in the notorious Cerro Maravilla case that police
agents in Puerto Rico served as agents provocateurs to organize "terrorist"
groups and to instigate "terrorist" acts in order to entrap and even kill
pro-independence activists.8 8 Some observers have pointed out that leftist
terrorism in Puerto Rico serves the interest of pro-statehood leaders by
driving voters to seek "security" in statehood. 89 Worse still, it has been
proven that FBI San Juan chiefs John Hinchcliffe and Bernardo Perez
were responsible for paralyzing the federal investigation of the Cerro
Maravilla case. 90 The revelation forced an internal investigation by the
U.S. Department of Justice which led to the removal of the two FBI
officers. 9 1 The anti-independence bias of the FBI, the existence of FBI
operations against pro-independence followers, and the FBI's abuse of
Grand Jury and other type proceedings against pro-independence followers has been amply documented.9 2 Police officers in Puerto Rico have
been accused of planting bombs in households of pro-independence folas
lowers to make them appear to be terrorists, and also of posing
93
terrorists themselves to commit robberies and other criminal acts.
In summary, anti-independence elements in the FBI, the Navy, and
the Puerto Rican police, including high officials in the pro-statehood
Romero administration, have planned and executed acts of state terrorism
to discredit the independence movement.
VII.

THE INTERTWINING OF ISSUES.

There is a clear relationship between the issue of independence for
Puerto Rico, the danger of terrorism in the mainland United States, and
94
the situation in Central America and the Caribbean. The previously
mentioned report on terrorism supports this view, claiming that the
terrorist attack on the National Guard in San Juan was predicated on the
expectation that its units might be called upon by the U.S. to support
88. New York Times, 7 February 1984, p. 1; Los Angeles Times, August 28, 1983; pp. 1, 24-26:
Washington Post, 18 September 1983, p. A9 and November 28, 1983; Time, 12 December
1983, p. 46; San Juan Star, 26 March 1979, p. 1. See my column "Terrorism, Murder and
Civil Rights," San Juan Star, 5 August 1978, p. 29.
89. Jorge Javariz, "El Terrosimo, " 18 October 1983, p. 1 A.
90. El Mundo, 23 October 1984, p. 1 and 28 October 1984, p. 1.
91. El MAundo, 24 December 1984, p. 1.
92. Carmen Gautier & Teresa Blanco, COINTELPRO en Puerto Rico (1960-1971), Pensamiento
Critico, verano 1979; San Juan Star, 3 April 1983, pp. 1-24; 1 April 1983, p. 15; 26 February
1983, p. 17; 12 March 1983, p. 27.
93. San Juan Star, 26 May 1977, p. 1; Claridad, 4 to 10 January 1985, p. 2.
94. San Juan Star, 8 May 1984, p. 3; El Reportero and El Nuevo Dia, 19 November 1984, p. 6; El
Mundo, 18 November 1984, p. 5A.
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the efforts of the El Salvador regime against the 1981 rebel offensive in
that country. 95 Senator Jeremiah Denton (R.-AL.), Chairman of the
Senate Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism, has claimed the existence of a Soviet plot to unleash "a new kind of war" by terrorist acts
within the United States. In response, FBI Director Webster pointed out
that "two-thirds of all terrorist incidents in the United States relate to
our activity in the Caribbean, particularly in Puerto Rico." 96
The strongest force today in favor of the decolonization of Puerto Rico
is its immersion in the Central American and Caribbean Basin crisis. The
regional crisis has brought to the fore two important and interrelated,
but hitherto hidden issues in its relationship with the United States:
militarization and terrorism.
In June 1983 federal authorities in Chicago arrested four alleged
members of the FALN and charged them with plotting to bomb U.S.
military installations during the 4th ofJuly weekend. 97 William Morales,
the escaped alleged head of the FALN was arrested on May 27, 1983 in
Mexico and was convicted there in December 1984 on charges of homicide, intention to commit homicide, and illegal entry. 9 Political analysts
agree that a majority of the young, politically active Puerto Ricans born
and residing in the United States sympathize with the FALN and favor
independence for Puerto Rico. This situation, adds one of them, "confuses
Americans. '"" Pro-statehood leaders cite officials of the Reagan administration to the effect that such Puerto Ricans, coupled with recent Cuban
refugees, "are scattered in the United States and Puerto Rico, and may
be responding to Russian and Cuban orders in a communist plan to
destabilize the established American system." 100
The key element in this situation is that Puerto Rico's terrorism and
political status exist in a symbiotic relationship: until the issue of independence is solved, terrorism will continue.
Puerto Rico's relationship to the Central American and Caribbean
crisis has become crucial. Because of its historical role as the Gibraltar
of the region, Puerto Rico has been deeply involved in previous United
95. "Puerto Rican Terrorism," memorandum, p. 9.
96. Phillip Taubman, "Los Esados Unidos y el Terrorismo," El Nuevo Dia, 12 December 1984,
pp. 98-99. El Afundo, 19 December 1983, p. 1.
97. San Juan Star, 30 June 1983, p. 1. The FBI called it: "The most successful penetration and
infiltration of a terrorist group ever in this country." San Juan Star, 1 July 1983, p. 3.
98. El Nuevo Dia, 16 June 1983, p. 8; El Reportero, 13 December 1984, p. 15.
99. Alex Maldonado, " Ms confusi6n para los americanos?," El Reportero, 15 June 1983, p. 10.
100. The official quoted was Richard Kriger, Ambassador in Charge of Refugee Affairs and member
of the U.S. Anti-Terrorism Committee of the Reagan administration. The reference was made
by GOP leader and former Governor Luis A. Ferri. El Nuevo Dia, 14 November 1983, p. 5.
See on this my column "Asi Nos Ven Algunos," El Nuevo Dia, 19 November 1984, p. 37, a
reaction to the novelization of this fear by Newsweek editor Arnaud de Borchgrave.
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States military activities in Central America and the Caribbean Basin. '0
In recent months, numerous reports have appeared citing the use of
Puerto Rico as a springboard for covert and overt U.S. intervention in
both the Caribbean Basin and Central America. 102 Military installations
in the island today include the Roosevelt Roads Naval Base, the submarine communications antennae in Aguada and Isabela, the military
camp in Salinas, a communications complex in Sabana Seca, the Ramey
and Mufiiz military airports, the Punta Salinas radar, and most importantly, the island of Vieques.
The situation has been complicated by the alleged use of the Puerto
Rican National Guard and Reserve in military manoeuvers in the region.
The local head of the outfit has denied any potential role in a Central
American war, but has admitted to participation in "manoeuvers" in
Panama and Honduras. 0 3 In response, a "Roberto Clemente Brigade"
was organized by Puerto Ricans in 1982 to provide "humanitarian aid"
to Nicaragua.'°4 The tensions generated by the increasing involvement
on both sides of the struggle have been termed "alarmist and out of
proportion" by a conservative newspaper, 0 5 but are still very much alive.
Spokesmen for clandestine groups have alleged that "the direction of
the fight against independence has been put in the hands of military
intelligence," and that this in turn will lead to an "extension of the
armed struggle in Puerto Rico.' 0 6 December 1984 was one of the most
violent months in recent Puerto Rican history. High power explosives
were used to blow up the U.S. Navy recruitment offices in Rio Piedras,
Ponce, and Cayey. 10 7 Other incidents were investigated by the FBI in
Aguadilla and Ponce. A group named Organizacidn de Voluntarios por la
Revolucidn Puertorriquefia(OVPR) claimed responsibility for the "wave of
bombings."108 The group had been previously involved in the robbery of
101. See, for two recent examples: Peter Wyden, Bay of Pigs: The Untold Story (New York: Simon
& Schuster, 1979), p. 7; Piero Gleijeses, The Dominican Crisis, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1978), pp. 36, 95, 263-265, 344.
102. Proyecto Caribefio de Justicia y Paz, Dossier Caribefio No. 3, "La Escalada Militar Norteamericana: ,Se Prepara la Invasi6n de Centroamerica?," Hato Rey, P.R., 1984; John Ender,
La Presencia Militar de Estados Unidos en Puerto Rico, PCJP, 2nd. ed., 1983; Claridad, 23 to
29 November 1984, p. 3; Jos6 Hernindez, "El Militarismo y los Recursos Naturales en Puerto
Rico," Pensamiento Critico, (September/October 1984): 9.
103. El Nuevo Dia, 25 November 1984, p. 10.
104. Jos6 B. Col6n Santana, "La Brigada Roberto Clemente," El Reportero, 1 December 1984,
p. 14.
105. El Mundo, 5 December 1984, p. 10A.
106. Juan A. Corretjer, "El cambio verdadero," El Nuevo Dia, 15 December 1984, p. 49. They
have been labeled "the worst enemies of the cause they want to defend." El Mundo, 14
December 1984, p. 10A.
107. El Nuevo Dia, 11 December 1984, p. 2; El Mundo, 12 December 1984, p. 7A.
108. El Reportero, 12 December 1984, p. 3.
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iremite explosives in Manatf in 1978, the killing of two U.S. sailors in
the U.S. Naval Security Group at Sabana Seca in 1979, a bombing of
the U.S. Coast Guard, and the $14 million damage to the U.S. Mufioz
Air National Guard Base in January 1981.
The reappearence of violence in Puerto Rican society in 1984 after
four years of peace is the direct result of what those responsible label
"the aggression against our Latin American brothers," and was committed
"in solidarity with the Central American revolutions. "109 Here again, the
intertwining.
VIII. INTERNATIONAL PRESSURES AND REACTIONS.

The United Nations Decolonization Committee reviewed the case of
Puerto Rico again in August 1984. Witnesses denounced the increased
militarization of the island, its use as a springboard for the invasion of
Grenada, the presence of 10,000 U.S. troops in its military bases, the
reactivation of Ramey Air Force Base, and the use of Puerto Rican
"advisors" in Central America. 110
The most significant development of 1984 in the ongoing debate was
that Venezuela, a nation friendly to the U.S., took the initiative in
proposing this year's draft resolution in favor of decolonization. The move
was seen as the initiation of a "Latin Americanization" of the fight for
the decolonization of Puerto Rico. The resolution avoided the issue of
militarization but demanded "sovereignty and self-determination" for
Puerto Rico. In addition, the resolution - the seventh in as many years
- requested a report from the UN Secretariat on the case of Puerto
Rico. In presenting the text of this year's resolution, Venezuela stated
that it was not motivated by a desire for confrontation with the U.S.,
but that in view of the island's "colonial past," a definitive clarification
of the island's status was necessary.' 1 The vote was eleven in favor, two
opposed, nine abstentions, two absent, and China "not participating."
The only vocal opposition came from Pinochet's Chile. The U.S. Mission,
uncharacteristically, refused to comment, while the retiring President of
112
the General Assembly asked for Puerto Rican independence.
109. El Mundo, 13 December 1984, p. 13A; Jes6s Divila, "Regresan los Voluntarios para la
Revoluci6n," 15 December 1984, p. 8.
110. El Reportero, 15 August 1984, p. 11.
111. ElNuevo Dia, 24 August 1984, p. 19.
112. El Nuevo Dia, 25 August 1984, p. 3. Chile and Cuba debated "angrily" on the issue. El
Reportero, 25 August 1984, p. 6. The debate itself is an additional sign of the "Latinamericanization" of the issue; together with the mention by Jorge Illueca of Panama, the retiring
President of the Assembly. Claridad, 21 to 27 September 1984, p. 3.
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The moderate UN resolution received the prompt endorsement of the
PIP and also of the PSP, an uncommon event in Puerto Rican politics.
The PIP pointed out that the ruling party in Venezuela, Acci6n Democrdtica, is member of the Socialist International, which had admitted the
PIP as a member only a few months before the resolution.
The debate was then transferred to the General Assembly in December
1984 upon consideration of the Decolonization Committee's Report. The
U.S. delegate, Harvey Feldman, protested the "interference in the internal affairs of Puerto Rico" and compared it to Kazakhzt~n, a republic of
the Soviet Union. 113 He derided the "less than 4 percent" pro-independence vote in the 1984 elections and opposed the Secretariat's report
requested by the Committee for the 1985 session. 114 In the debate, 15
delegations spoke in favor of the report against the sole opposing voice
of the U.S. 115
A week later, in late December, a proposal was raised which called for
increasing the Decolonization Committee by five members in 1985. The
Pacific country of Papua requested inclusion and was immediately followed by Nicaragua and others. The Nicaraguan request was referred to
the Latin American regional caucus for a decision in mid-1985.116 All of
these recent developments point toward increasing complications and
diplomatic costs to the U.S. of the case of Puerto Rico in the United
Nations. The United States is stonewalling in the General Assembly and
will continue to do so. But in the meantime, its position is weakening,
and a debate has begun in Washington over what to do with Puerto
Rico. 17 The 1984 elections did not alleviate the situation. In the last
two decades, the island has become - to quote the aptly entitled analysis
of Richard M. Morse - an "embarrassing colony. "118
As a way out of the conundrum, we have suggested that the U.S.
Congress initiate a process of decolonization that would spell out the
conditions under which Puerto Rico would be admitted as the 51st state,
what assistance to expect if it opts for independence, and what modifications would be acceptable to the existing commonwealth agreement as
a form of "free association.""19
113. El Mundo, 6 December 1984, p. 9A.
114. Claridad, 7 to 13 December 1984, p. 17.
115. Claridad, 14 to 20 December 1984, p. 33. Syria, Libya, Vietnam, and other pro-Soviet
nations led the debate. African and Latin American nations remained silent this year.
116. Claridad, 21 to 27 December 1984, p. 8.
117. Four books have been published recently on the issue. For an excellent review, see Robert
Pastor, "The Problem of Puerto Rico," The New Republic, 12 November 1984. p. 38.
118. Richard M. Morse, "Embarrassing Colony," New York Review of Books, 6 December 1984,
pp. 17-19.
119. 1 originally made this proposal in "Ahora Le Toca al Yanqui," Visidn, 23 February 1981,
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Some observers believe that such a policy is "unrealistic and would set
a dangerous precedent" and they insist that the Puerto Ricans must make
up their minds first.1 20 Others find it "amusing" to believe that Washington is preoccupied with Puerto Rico's political status. 121 The White
House Interagency Task Force on Puerto Rico meets irregularly (its last
meeting was on March 16, 1984) and has emphasized only defense
spending, while the record of the ninety-eighth Congress on Puerto Rico
122
"is filled with more damage than success.
Yet, some movement can be observed in the U.S. Congress. Robert
Dole, Robert Byrd and Daniel P. Moynihan announced in August 1983
their desire to create a Select Committee on Puerto Rico to help Congress
monitor developments in the island and "work closely" with it.
123 The
proposal was derailed for a year, however, as Congress hoped to receive
a clear signal from the Puerto Rican electorate in the 1984 elections.
But no clear signal emerged: the local political stalemate continues.
Three weeks after the elections, the Chairman of the Hispanic Caucus
announced in Washington that after a visit to Puerto Rico, he had
obtained a consensus from all three ideological sectors to create a Joint
Congressional Select Committee on Puerto Rico. 121 Still, no action has
followed.
IX.

CONCLUSION: THE URGENCY OF DECOLONIZATION.

The island territory of Puerto Rico stands at the core of the Central
American and Caribbean crisis. Last year, the Roosevelt Roads U.S.
Naval Base in eastern Puerto Rico was an essential link in the launching
of the Grenada invasion. In late 1984, the Puerto Rican National Guard
was utilized to support military manoeuvers in Honduras directed at
Nicaragua. In earlier years, the island played a crucial role in the American invasion of the Dominican Republic and in the Bay of Pigs attack
on revolutionary Cuba. All these "uses" of Puerto Rico have assumed the
stability and complacency of the island as a territory of the United States.

120.
121.
122.
123.
124.

p. 33. It was adopted by Jeffrey M. Puryear of the Ford Foundation in the article "Puerto
Rico is Waiting," New York Times, 14 April 1981, p. A-23 and elaborated in his "Puerto
Rico: An American Dilemma," Americas Society, 16 March 1983. It was also adopted by
Raymond Carr, Puerto Rico: A Colonial Experiment, (New York: N.Y.1. Press/Vintage Books,
1984).
Guillermo Martinez, "Negotiation Isn't Up to U.S., Puerto Ricans Must Deal With Statehood," Miami Herald, 4 May 1984, p. 25A.
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GARCiA-PASSALACQUA: PUERTO RICO

That basic assumption is wrong and reflects the tendency of U.S.
policy-makers and media to react only to crisis. In recent years the
presence of the FAIN in the continental United States and of Los Macheteros in the island have dramatized the error of inattention to the island's
real situation. In the last decade, the FALN has conducted numerous
armed activities against U.S. targets. It is not necessary to agree with
the alarmist scenarios of ideological extremists to emphasize that the
decolonization of Puerto Rico deserves the immediate, informed, and
most careful attention of policy makers in the United States. The U.S.
must act now to design and implement peaceful, effective, long-range
solutions that will promote stability in Puerto Rico.
In the November 6, 1984 elections, Puerto Ricans participated in
unprecedented numbers (1.7 million out of 3 million population) and
proportions (88% of registered voters). The results merely confirmed the
decade-long stalemate between the electoral forces favoring statehood and
those supporting the present commonwealth status (at about 47 percent
of the electorate each). The most important development, however, was
massive electoral support for the head of the PartidoIndependentista Puertorriquego - a moderate left of center social democratic party - who
obtained more than 200,000 votes and was elected to the Puerto Rican
Senate. Never before had there been such an expression of electoral
sympathy for a pro-independence candidate. Careful attention should be
paid to this shift, for it portends future developments.
As the island and its people enter the second half of the 1980s, the
socio-economic situation has grown critical, and the expected cuts in
federal funding in the coming years will serve to aggravate the situation.
These two factors will, in turn, prompt an affirmation of the Latin
American traits in the island's culture and worldview, as distinct from
those of the United States.
The U.S. should pay attention to Puerto Rico because the coming
crisis will raise the spectre of a Quebec or Northern Ireland if left
unattended. Puerto Rico involves the U.S. national interest in a secure
Caribbean, U.S. economic interests in reducing the costs of dependence,
the personal security of U.S. leaders, and above all the American sense
of justice.
For reasons of security, economics, and morality, U.S. policy-makers
should conceive of Puerto Rico as an essential element in the long-range
stability of the Central American and Caribbean community. The American national interest will best be protected by a stable, bilingual,
multicultural, and independent Caribbean nation friendly to the U.S.,
fostered by a treaty of mutual support that would include a commitment
of economic assistance for an approprite number of years in exchange for
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the use of U.S. military bases.125 After eliminating the motivations for
terrorism, Puerto Rico would become a leader of democracy and a guarantor of military security in the region.
Leslie Maginat, a Haitian professor at Caracas University, has said
there are two different options for the region: the North-South and the
East-West. In the North-South struggle between developed and developing countries, and in the East-West struggle between communist and
capitalist countries, some of the Caribbean countries have taken clear
sides, as exemplified by Cuba's location in the "Southeast" of the equation. 126 Maginat's words remind me of an old Pogo cartoon in which he
is asked: "We are under siege from the extreme right and from the
extreme left. Where do you stand?" Pogo answered sapiently: "I stand
firmly in the extreme . . . center." In a world composed of security

"triangles" and "geopolitical spheres of influence," Puerto Rico should
stand clearly and squarely in the "Southwest," and become its leader in
the region.
How can a peaceful Puerto Rico be guranteed for the next hundred
years? Would a grant or the consideration of statehood bring with it a
"Quebec syndrome" with permanent terrorist incidents in favor of independence? Would this situation be more dangerous for the Navy, the Air
Force, and the Army of the United States than a peaceful and independent
Puerto Rican republic with the present level of funding of $4 billion a
year paid in exchange for a lease on the Navy, Army, and Air Forces
bases and facilities on the island? Would the second scenario produce
more stability for the U.S. national interest than the first? The questions
have been asked. The answers must be forthcoming.
The best way to approach these issues is to help clarify the choices
available to the people of Puerto Rico and to adopt a U.S. policy that
will coordinate White House and Congressional decisions to steer Puerto
Rico towards the preferred goal of independence.
In the aftermath of the 1984 elections, the Washington Post published
an editorial recommending a formal, continuing mutual inquiry into the
status of Puerto Rico. That advice should be heeded immediately. Decolonization by the United States will stop terrorism, stabilize Puerto
Rico, and give it a constructive role in the Central American and Caribbean region.
125. See Manuel Rodriguez Orellana, "The Decolonization of Puerto Rico in Light of International
Legal Precedents: A Case for Post-Independence Advocacy," (Boston, Mass: Northeastern
University School of Law, 1984); Carlos Rivera Lugo, "Autodeterminacion Para Puerto Rico?",
Claridad, 5 to 11 March 1982, p. 4.
126. Leslie Manigat, "Crisis, Ideologia y Geopolitica en el Caribe Contemporineo," CISCLAIUIA,
San Germlin, P.R., 22-23 April 1983.

